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Exciton optical transitions in transition-metal dichalcogenides offer unique opportunities to study
rich many-body physics. Recent experiments in monolayer WSe2 and WS2 have shown that while the
low-temperature photoluminescence from neutral excitons and three-body complexes is suppressed
in the presence of elevated electron densities or strong photoexcitation, new dominant peaks emerge
in the low-energy side of the spectrum. I present a theory that elucidates the nature of these
optical transitions showing the role of the intervalley Coulomb interaction. After deriving a compact
dynamical form for the Coulomb potential, I calculate the self-energy of electrons due to their
interaction with this potential. For electrons in the upper valleys of the spin-split conduction band,
the self energy includes a moderate redshift due to exchange, and most importantly, a correlationinduced virtual state in the band-gap. The latter sheds light on the origin of the luminescence in
monolayer WSe2 and WS2 in the presence of pronounced many-body interactions.
PACS numbers: 71.45.Gm 71.10.-w 71.35.-y 78.55.-m

I.

INTRODUCTION

Monolayer transition-metal dichalcogenides (MLTMDs) have recently sparked wide interest due to
their d-band semiconducting behavior and spin-valley
coupling.1–9 The markedly strong optical absorbance in
these atomic monolayers and their compatibility with
flexible substrates can enable the next generation of ultrathin photonic and optoelectronic devices.10–18 The reduced dielectric screening of Coulomb interactions and
formation of tightly bound excitons in ML-TMDs,19–28
allow us to study many-body interactions through the
behavior of excitons in a far wider range of temperatures
and background plasma densities compared with typical
gated semiconductor quantum wells.29–33
The motivation for this work comes from the observation of unique photoluminescence (PL) peaks that
emerge in ML-WX2 , where X={S, Se}.34–38 In the
presence of large electron or hole densities, the PL of
neutral excitons and three-body complexes decays due
to screening.29,32,39,40 However, recent PL experiments
found that a new peak emerges in the low-energy side of
the spectrum in ML-WX2 when the gate-induced electron density is large.34,35 The supplemental material includes animated evolution of the measured PL in MLWSe2 and ML-MoSe2 when the gate voltage is continuously changed.41 These measurements, kindly provided by Aaron M. Jones and Xiaodong Xu, show that
while the many-body peak dominates the PL of MLWSe2 at elevated electron densities, it never appears in
ML-MoSe2 .41 Relative to other peaks, it shows a strong
redshift when increasing the electron density.34 You et
al. have observed that the bi-exciton peak in strongly
photoexcitated ML-WSe2 emerges in the same spectral
region.36 Shang et al. reported of similar patterns in MLWS2 .35
To date, there are no models that could explain why

these peaks appear in the PL ML-WX2 but not in that
of ML-MoX2 ,42–44 or why they are not suppressed by
screening as one would expect at elevated electron densities. The only available models deal with neutral excitons
or few-body complexes.21–28 The emergence of unique
peaks in the PL of strongly photoexcited or electron-rich
samples indicates the signature of many-body effects.45
To deal with the difference between ML-MoX2 and MLWX2 and the fact that this behavior is not observed
in hole-rich samples, one should also consider the subtle change in their optical transitions. The photexcitation involves transitions from the top of the valence
band to the lower (upper) valleys in the spin-split conduction band of ML- MoX2 (WX2 ).46,47 Given that all
other properties are similar, this subtlety is a key difference.
The main contribution of this work is the finding of
particular intervalley Coulomb interactions in ML-TMDs
that emerge at elevated electron densities. I show that
the electron’s self-energy in the upper valleys of the spinsplit conduction band has a correlation-induced virtual
state in the band gap, thereby affecting photoexcited
excitons in ML-WX2 but not in ML-MoX2 . As will
be argued, inclusion of the intervalley Coulomb interaction provides a self-consistent explanation for the optical
properties in ML-WX2 when subjected to strong photoexcitation or elevated electron densities.
Before embarking on the theory, I emphasize that the
intervalley Coulomb interaction in TMDs is not negligible compared with the intravalley one in the presence of
elevated charge densities. Quantitatively, it can be seen
by inspecting the ratio between intervalley and intravalley Coulomb interactions in the static screening limit,48
Vs (q → ±K0 , ω = 0)
1 2gv
≈
.
Vs (q → 0, ω = 0)
K0 aB

(1)

K0 is the crystal momentum connecting the K and

2
K0 points of the hexagonal 2D Brillouin zone, where
K0 = 4π/3a and a ∼ 0.32 nm is the in-plane sublattice constant. 2gv /aB denotes the Thomas-Fermi screening wavenumber relevant for the intravalley interaction
at elevated charge densities and low temperatures, where
gv = 2 is the valley degeneracy and aB = ~2 r /me2 is
the electron Bohr radius.49 Plugging typical values for
the effective mass and dielectric constant in ML-TMDs
provides aB ∼ 0.5 nm (m = 0.5m0 and r = 5). Since the
Bohr radius extends over very few lattice constants, the
intravalley Coulomb interaction does not overwhelm the
intervalley one at elevated charge densities. As important, intervalley plasmon modes are gapped in ML-TMDs
due to the spin splitting of the K-point. The splitting
magnitude is about 20 - 30 meV in the conduction bands
of ML- MoSe2 , WS2 and WSe2 .50–53 This attribute allows one to differentiate their signature from that of the
gapless intravalley 2D plasmons, ωq→0 ∼ 0,29 in contrast with the case of graphene studied by Tudorovskiy
and Mikhailov.54 Below I focus on intervalley plasmons
and quantify their salient signatures on the self-energy of
electrons.

II.

INTERVALLEY PLASMONS IN ML-TMDS

The plasmon modes are found from singularities in
the dynamically screened Coulomb potential, Vs (q, ω) =
Vq /(q, ω), where Vq is the bare 2D Coulomb potential and (q, ω) is the longitudinal dynamic dielectric
function.29,55,56 Figure 1(a) shows the diagram representation of the Dyson equation for Vs (q, ω) when using the random phase approximation and neglecting vertex corrections.33 Intravalley or intervalley processes are
represented by the basic polarization bubble when the
two propagators are from the same or opposite valleys, respectively. To account for intervalley processes
(qa ∼ 4π/3), the well-known Lindhard formula for (q, ω)
in long wavelengths (qa  1) is recast as a matrix,
where plasmon modes are found from its determinant,
|¯(q, ω)| = 0.54 The matrix elements represent umklapp
processes due to atomic-scale local fields,57,58
G,G0 (q, z) = δG,G0 −Vq+G
×hk + q|e

X f (εk ) − f (εk+q̄ +∆)
(−1)ν z −(∆+εk+q̄ −εk )

i(q+G0 )r

k,ν

|kihk|e−i(q+G)r |k + qi . (2)

The sum has two terms, ν = {0, 1}, coming from the two
spin configurations that contribute to intervalley excitations, as shown in Fig. 1(b). G and G0 are reciprocal
lattice vectors, z = ~ω + iδ, q̄ = q − K0 (q̄a  1), and ∆
is the K-point spin splitting. f (εk ) and f (εk+q̄ + ∆) are
Fermi-Dirac distributions in the lower and upper valleys
of the spin-split conduction band, respectively. Here, k
and k + q̄ are taken with respect to their valley edge.
Finding the plasmon energy dispersion is greatly simplified by invoking two approximations. The first one
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FIG. 1: (a) Dyson equation for the screened Coulomb potential. The basic polarization bubble diagram includes intravalley or intervalley processes depending on whether its
two propagator lines are from the same or opposite valleys.
(b) The valley diagram in the conduction band of ML-TMDs.
The dashed/solid lines denote valleys populated with spinup/down electrons. The arrows represent the spin-dependent
intervalley excitations. ∆ and εF denote the splitting and
Fermi energies. (c) The electron Green’s function. The
screened potential in the self-energy diagram includes both
intravalley and intervalley processes.

is the assumption of a rigid energy shift of the conduction band due to the electron-electron interaction, which
allows one to replace the energy difference of interacting
electrons in (2), εk+q̄−εk , with that of free electrons. This
approximation was found to be well justified in the case of
intravalley plasma excitations,59 and it circumvents the
need to a priori assume a zeroth-order bubble diagram
(i.e, using single-line rather than double-line propagators
in Fig. 1(a)). The second approximation is motivated by
the dominant contribution of the dz2 orbital in the conduction band,2,60 which leads to the following estimate
of the matrix elements in (2),
hk + q|ei(q+G)r |ki ∼

8 − G2 rd2
3/2 .
4 + G2 rd2

(3)

rd is the effective radius of the dz2 orbital in the
transition-metal atom.
expression is derived from
R ∞ 3This
5
d re−2r/rd (3 cos θ2 − 1)2 eiGr cos φ .
integration of 16π
0
√
Using the facts that rd ∼ 1 Å and G = 4π`/ 3a where `
is an integer, the expression has a dominant contribution
at ` = 0, reducing the problem of finding plasmon modes
to that of <e{0,0 (q, z)} = 0. Assuming parabolic energy
dispersion and zero net spin polarization, the intervalley
plasmon energies are (see Appendix A)


~ωq = ∆ + εq̄ 1 + 3α−1 + 31 αεF ,
(4)

where α = (K0 aB )−1 and εF is the Fermi energy. These
plasmons can freely propagate when εq̄ < 19 α2 εF (Appendix A). That is, they are not Landau-damped due
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to electron-pair excitations in a small region of nearly
perfect intervalley transitions (q → K0 ). While I have
used zero-temperature analysis to derive (4), the result
should remain valid for ∆ > εF  kB T , at which
~ωq ∼ ∆. These are often typical conditions for all
but ML-MoS2 in which the spin-splitting is minute (∆ ∼
4 meV).61 Finally, I use the single-plasmon pole (SPP)
approximation29,59,62,63 to simplify the form of the intervalley screened potential (see Appendix B),
!
fiv
, (5)
Vs (q = K0 + q̄, ω) ≈ VK0 1 +
(ω + iδ)2 − ωq2
where the residue value is fiv ≈ 4αεF ∆/3~2 , revealing
linear dependence on electron density (fiv ∝ εF ∝ n).
III.

THE ELECTRON SELF-ENERGY

The compact SPP spectral form allows one to readily
identify the salient features in the electron’s self energy.
Performing finite-temperature Green’s function analysis
of the zeroth-order diagram, shown in Fig. 1(c), the selfenergy due to the intervalley interaction follows
"
#
3VK0 X
~2 fiv G0 (q̄, z 0 )
0
Σ(k, z) = −
G0 (q̄, z ) +
,
β
(z − z 0 )2 − (~ωq )2
0
q̄,z

(6)
where β −1 = kB T and G0 is the free-electron Green’s
function. The first and second terms in the sum correspond to exchange and correlation, respectively. To
quantify their contributions, the sum over Matsubara frequencies (z 0 ) is replaced with contour integration.33 The
exchange self energies due to the intervalley interaction
in the lower and upper valleys are, respectively,
Σlx (k) = 0 ,

Σux (k) ≈ −

2πne2
.
gv r K0

(7)

The energy in a lower valley is not renormalized due to
the vanishing electron population in the opposite upper
valley, f (εk+q̄ +∆) → 0. Conversely, the nonzero energy
renormalization in an upper valley comes from electron
filling in the opposite lower valley. Overall, the exchange
effect is small and largely wavevector-independent resulting in a rigid redshift of the upper valleys by about 1 meV
per n=1012 cm−2 in the lower valleys.
Coulomb correlations in the self energy are calculated
by repeating the analysis for the second term in (6). The
correlation term in the lower valleys follows
Z
α2 εF ~2
g(−ωk−q )
Σlc (k, z − µ) =
d2 q̄
, (8)
π m
z − εq̄ − ∆ − ~ωk−q
and in the upper valleys,
Σuc (k, z − µ) = Σlc (k, z + ∆ − µ)
(9)
2
2Z
α εF ~
2~ωk−q f (εq̄ )
+
d2 q̄
,
π m
(z − εq̄ )2 − (~ωk−q )2

where µ is the chemical potential and g(−ωq̄ ) → 1 is the
Bose-Einstein distribution (∆  kB T ). Σuc is affected
by plasmon emission, denoted by the first line in (9),
and electron filling in the opposite lower valley, denoted
by the second line in (9). In the following, the integration is limited to the region of free plasmon propagation,
|k − q̄| < αkF /3 where kF is the Fermi wavevector. Using the fact that α2 /9  1, the principal value of (8)
is singular at z = εk + 2∆ − µ + iδ. At these energies,
plasmon emission to the opposite valley is enabled. The
renormalization of electron energies in the lower valley,
resolved from z = εk in (8), is negligible. On the other
hand, the energy renormalization in the upper valleys,
resolved from z = ∆ + εk in (9), is non-negligible in the
immediate vicinity of k02 = (1 + 2α/3)kF2 at which the integral is singular, as shown in Fig. 2(a). The imaginary
part, shown in Fig. 2(b), corresponds to the rate of plasmon emission. It vanishes for k < k0 and decays to zero
from about −α3 εF for k > k0 . The second effect, coming
from the second line in (9), yields additional logarithmic
singularity. As shown in Fig. 2(c), a double resonance
spectral feature emerges for states in the bottom of the
upper valleys at about z ∼ εk − ∆ (i.e., within the bandgap). It can be understood as plasmon mediated virtual
transition due to electron filling in the opposite lower valley. Note that the singularities in Σuc , shown in Figs. 2(a)
and (c), are robust; they withstand stringent integration
over the small region of free plasmon propagation.
Before discussing the implication of these results, a
point on the role of the intravalley Coulomb interaction
is in place. Most relevant is the dependence of the spin
splitting on population of the lower valleys,
∆ = ∆0 + Σux − Σ0 ,

(10)

where ∆0 = ∆so + ∆e−h is the splitting induced by spinorbit coupling2,60,64 and electron-hole exchange.65–67 . Σux
is the aforementioned small redshift of the upper valleys
due to intervalley-induced exchange. Σ0 is the rigid redshift of the populated lower valleys in ML-TMDs due to
the intravalley Coulomb interaction.33,68 This redshift is
calculated by repeating the above procedures with using
the appropriate SPP form in the long range limit:29 re2
placing the residue fiv → ωpl,q
and pole energy ~2 ωq2 →
p
2
~2 ωpl,q
(1 + q/κ) + Cε2q , where ωpl,q ' 2πe2 nq/mr is
the plasma frequency, κ is the Thomas-Fermi screening
wavenumber, and Cε2q reflects the role of pair excitations (C ∼ 1).33,59 Schmidt-Rink and Ell found that
Σ0 ' −C1 E0 (a2B n)1/3 ,30 where E0 is the effective Rydberg energy and C1 is a constant that depends on the
integration cutoff (see Appendix C). The dashed line in
Fig. 2(d) shows this redshift when using ∆0 = 20 meV
and C1 =0.6. Another important parameter is ∆ − εF ,
which denotes the energy spacing between the conduction edge of the upper valleys and the Fermi level in the
lower valleys (see Fig. 1(b)). The symbols denote numerical results (Appendix C). As shown by the solid
line in Fig. 2(d), ∆ − εF is mostly governed by ∆ at low
densities due to the redshift of the lower valleys and by
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FIG. 2: (a)-(c): Effects of intervalley Coulomb correlations on the self energy of electrons in the upper valleys for
n=8×1012 cm−2 in the lower valleys and α=0.115. (a)/(b)
Real/Imaginary parts of the renormalization energy, Σuc (k) ≡
Σuc (k, ∆ + εk − µ + ıδ). The real part is singular slightly above
kF , at which the imaginary part is finite reaching −α3 εF over
a small region as shown in the inset. (c) Σuc (k = 0, E), where
E = 0 denotes the edge of the lower valleys. The doubleresonance feature in the band gap, spaced by ∼ αεF /3, is
located about ∆ (2∆) below the edge of the lower (upper)
valleys. (d) Renormalized conduction-band splitting (∆) and
of ∆ − εF as a function of electron density.

εF at large densities (i.e., competition between n1/3 and
n). Population of the upper valleys, ∆ < εF , starts at
n ∼ 1013 cm−2 .
IV.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Putting these pieces together, the intervalley Coulomb
interaction offers a self consistent explanation for recent experiments in ML-WX2 .34,35 In these materials,
bright direct excitons are formed from states in the upper
valleys.46,47 At elevated electron densities, the self energies of these states include a resonance in the band-gap
due to the intervalley Coulomb correlations, as shown in
Fig. 2(c). Optical transitions in ML-WX2 can therefore
be mediated by shaking up the Fermi sea via creation
of intervalley plasma excitations. Importantly, the attraction to holes is not weakened by screening from the
background electrons due to the shortwave and fast oscillation of these excitations (K0 > κ and ∆/~ > ωpl,q ).
Their signature in the optical spectrum can be resolved
due to the spin splitting in the conduction band, contrary
to the gapless intravalley plasma excitations in quantum
wells.31 Roughly, the emerged PL peak should appear
∼ 2∆ below that of neutral excitons, formed by the free
states in the upper valleys. Since the redshift of the lower
valleys is much stronger than that of the upper ones (Σ0

vs Σux in (10)), the emerged peak redshifts with increasing
electron density. Such behavior is not observed in MLMoX2 since its excitons are formed from states in the
lower valleys. As can be seen from (8), the self-energy
of an electron in the lower valleys has a resonance in the
continuum of states at about 2∆ above the edge of the
conduction band. Contrary to the band-gap resonance of
electrons in the upper valleys, a resonance in the continuum of states is metastable and cannot be spectrally resolved from the self-energy of energetic free electrons with
whom it is likely to experience ultrafast elastic scattering (leading to destructive interference). The net result
is that the signature of intervalley plasmons do not show
up in the exciton spectrum of ML-MoX2 , which similar
to the case of typical semiconductor quantum wells, can
only be affected by intravalley plasma excitations.
The same physical picture is offered to explain
the emerged PL peaks in strongly photoexcited MLWX2 .35–38 Here, intervalley excitations can take place
between the electron components of direct and indirect
bright excitons while the holes are ‘spectators’. In MLTMDs, the exciton band structure is comprised of a
direct and indirect branches.46,64,69 The direct exciton
branch is associated with electrons and holes from the
same region in the Brillouin zone (e.g., both from the Kpoint valley), and the indirect exciton branch with pairs
from opposite valleys. In addition, these branches are
split to optically active (bright) and inactive (dark) excitons depending on their spin configuration. The directbright energy branch is located below that of the directdark in ML-MoX2 , and above it in ML-WX2 .46 The
indirect-bright and indirect-dark branches have the opposite order. As a result, photogenerated excitons in the
direct-bright branch can undergo intervalley energy relaxation to the indirect-bright branch only in ML-WX2 .
Intervalley excitations between direct and indirect bright
excitons are therefore viable in strongly photo-excited
ML-WX2 , supporting the emergence of the many-body
resonance peak.70 Clearly, the spin-split conduction band
and the valley degree of freedom renders the physics intriguing compared with that of conventional biexciton
luminescence.
In conclusion, I have presented a theory for the intervalley Coulomb interaction in monolayer transitionmetal dichalogenides, finding the energy dispersion of
the resulting shortwave plasmons and the effect on the
self-energy of electrons. The energy dispersion is gapped
due to the spin-splitting of the energy bands in the K
and K 0 points of the Brillouin zone, and the gap energy increases due to the redshift of the lower valleys
induced by the intravalley (long-range) Coulomb interaction. Importantly, states in the upper valleys are affected by intervalley Coulomb correlations through the
emergence of a resonance in the band-gap at elevated
electron (or exciton) densities. This result is central to
the difference in the luminescence properties of tungstenbased and molybdenum-based compounds. In addition
to providing a self-consistent picture to explain experi-
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mental findings, the presented theory should lead to further investigations. These include: (1) studying excitons
using the Bethe-Salpeter equation in which the electron
Green’s function is dressed by the intervalley Coulomb
interactions. (2) Studying spin selective intervalley interactions by polarizing the background electrons via optical
valley orientation or by application of a large magnetic
field in the regime where the Zeeman energy is larger
than the thermal energy. (3) Studying plasmon-phonon
coupling, making use of the fact that ∆ increases with
population of the lower valleys. This increase can lead
to resonance crossing with zone-edge phonons, providing
alternative explanation for the observed splitting of the
charged exciton in tungsten-based compounds,74 which
so far was attributed to electron-hole exchange.
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FIG. 3: Intervalley scattering for K0 = K0 x̂.
Appendix A: Intervalley plasmon energy dispersion

As mentioned in the discussion of (4), the finding of
plasmon dispersion reduces to that of <e{0,0 (q, z)} = 0.
Figure 3 shows the six possible intervalley transitions
from the K 0 valley to the K valley for K0 = K0 x̂. Only
two of the six transitions, i0 → i, are limited to the first
Brillouin zone (i = {1, 6}), while the other four are umklapp processes (i.e., G 6= 0 for i = {2 − 5}). Thus,
in transforming the sum in the dielectric function (2),
one should factor the sum by 1/3. The reduced plasmon
equation is then written as,
X
0,0 (q, ω) = 0 = 1 − 31 VK0
fk
(A1)
"

k

#
1
1
−
,
~ωq − (∆ + εk+q̄ − εk ) ~ωq + (∆ + εk+q̄ − εk )

where q = K0 + q̄ and VK0 = 2πe2 /Ar K0 . The first
and second terms in square brackets imply that if ~ωq is
a plasmon mode then −~ωq should be one as well. Given
that the plasmon modes should appear close to ∆, only
one of the two terms in the sum will provide a dominant
contribution. I continue with the first term and assume
zero temperature and no net spin polarization (fk = 1
for k < kF ). Considering parabolic dispersion, the sum
can be transformed into the following implicit equation,
Z εF
Z 2π
α
1
1 =
dε
dθ
√
6π 0
ε
+
2
εεq̄ cos θ
ω
0


q
α
=
εω − ε2ω − 4εF εq̄ ,
(A2)
6εq̄

where α = 3ame2 /4π~2 r and εω = ~ωq − εq̄ − ∆. The
solution of this equation yields that intervalley plasmons
can propagate freely (i.e., εω has real values) when
α2
εF ,
9
in which the plasmon energy dispersion follows


~ωq = ∆ + εq̄ 1 + 3α−1 + 13 αεF .
εq̄ <

(A3)

(A4)

The small region of free propagation reinforces the fact
that the second term in (A1) can be neglected.

Appendix B: Single-plasmon pole approximation

By satisfying the conductivity and f -sum rules, one
can replace the cumbersome expression for the longitudinal dynamic dielectric function, 0,0 (q, z), with a simplified single-plasmon pole expression.33 For the intervalley
case, the simplified form of the dielectric function follows
from
!
VK0
fiv
≈ VK0 1 +
,
(B1)
˜(q, ω)
(ω + iδ)2 − ωq2
where
˜(q, ω) = 1 −

fiv
.
(ω + iδ)2 − (ωq2 − fiv )

(B2)

To satisfy the conductivity sum rule we should compare
the SPP and random-phase approximation forms,
Z

∞

dωωIm{0,0 (q, ω)} =

0

Z

∞

dωωIm{˜
(q, ω)}.

(B3)

0

Substituting (A1) and (B2) in left and right hand sides,
respectively, and using Dirac identity one gets,
VK0 X
fiv
(∆ + εk+q̄ − εk )fk =
.
2
3~
2

(B4)

k

Assuming parabolic dispersion, the residue is readily resolved,
fiv =

4αεF (∆ + εq̄ )
4αεF ∆
≈
2
3~
3~2

(B5)
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Appendix C: Intravalley band-gap renormalization

The redshift of the lower spin-split conduction band is
calculated using Eqs. (6)-(8) in Ref. [30]. This calculation
seems to overestimate the redshift compared with the one
measured from the shift of the spectral peaks in the PL of
ML-TMDs. The reason for this discrepancy stems from
the treatment of the ultraviolet singularity (i.e., shortwave limit). Specifically, the correlation integral for longrange Coulomb excitations (intravalley) converges due to
the phenomenological insertion of the particle-hole excitation to deal with short wavelengths (see Eq. (8) in
Ref. [30]) . This insertion is not as problematic at relatively low densities applicable to typical semiconductor quantum wells. Schmitt-Rink and Ell found that the
redshift (Σ0 in (10) of the main text) behaves close to
Σ0 ' −C1 E0 (a2B n)1/3 , where E0 is the effective Rydberg
energy and C1 = 3.1 for exciton plasma when the electron and hole masses are equal (or C1 = 1.55 for a single
plasma component relevant for our discussion).
To better match the experimental result in ML-TMDs,
I chose an alternative approach in which the integration
cutoff is limited to 2kF (or, equivalently, 4εF ), due to
the change in the behavior of screening at larger values
(see discussion in Sec. II.C in Ref. [49]). This choice
yields a moderate redshift due to intravalley exchange
and correlation, as shown in Fig. 2(d) of the main text.
Similarly, this choice amounts to changing the value of C1
from 1.55 to 0.6, as shown by the dashed line in Fig. 2(d).
Appendix D: Hole-rich systems

If the upper spin-split valence band is populated with
holes, then intervalley plasmons should also play a role
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